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TThhoouugghhttss  aanndd  SSttrraatteeggiieess    

FFrroomm  MMaarryyaannnn  

A Special Purchase (Part 2) 
 

In the last newsletter, we started discussing the pros and cons of purchasing a pet.   
We also touched on different areas that might help with the cost of buying a pet. Let’s start  
with a paragraph from the last article: 

“Of course with everything there is the negative side and I did say that we would look at it. To purchase a dog 
can be expensive, I believe the pet stores are the most expensive place to buy one and you cannot be totally sure where 
the dog comes from. Also there is minimal support with your pup while it is growing up. Breeders tend to be less 
expensive, but where do you find a good one?  Most breeders are registered with the CKC, also breeders will give you 
support through the life of the dog or cat.  If they won’t give support you may want to reconsider if it is a good breeder. 
The Hamilton Burlington SPCA is a great way to get a pet and help an overgrowing population. The cost is a lot less, a 
kitten is approximately $195.00 and puppies are approximately $375.00 which includes their needles and spaying or 
neutering. An older animal is about $25.00 to $50.00 less. One thing to remember about getting a dog or cat at the 
SPCA is that they need extra patience or a seasoned animal owner.  The SPCA will work very hard with you to find the 
right match of pet to person, which can help people see what they are able to give to their pet, such as high activity life 
style vs quieter lifestyle. There are also pet rescue organizations where you can adopt your family pet. Here is the 
Canadian website http://www.canadasguidetodogs.com/rescue/onrescue.htm.  Pet rescues give support to the owners 
during the initial time. There are several ways that new owners of rescue dogs receive help through the organization, 
such as annual events, educational material and a contact person.  If you look on the internet for the breed you are 
interested in you will see rescue organizations available.  The cost of the animals depends on the breed that you are 
looking for as well as the organization that you are utilizing.” 

With a pet there are everyday costs, not just the purchase.  There is the continuing cost with owning a cat.  This 
means food, kitty litter and yearly vet bill.  With a dog there are also vet bills which tend to be more than a cat. A dog 
has yearly needles, heart worm and flea protection, a cat doesn’t have heart worm. As the animal gets older, the cost 
can become even more expensive. There is one way to save a little money on some of the day-to-day expenses: pet 
insurance. The monthly bill can cost between 30-100 dollars, dependant on the plan you choose, which helps to cover 
some of the expense.  Ask your vet about your options.  

People who suffer with allergies from cats and dogs have a very difficult time selecting an animal. Poodles are 
considered hypoallergenic which simply means the pet is less likely to affect allergies. I think that people need to keep 
in mind that an animal that sheds more is more likely to affect allergies and can create a lot of work for hygiene.  Some 
shedding can be looked after through regular brushing. If you keep your dog outside there will be less shedding as well.   

The cost is the biggest negative when purchasing a dog.  The initial cost for toys and bowls can add up and then 
your first vet bill may prove to be a little shocking. There are also 2 more visits to the vet after this initial visit.  You may 
want to do an obedience class which I think are great but they can cost anywhere from  
120-300. If you have a puppy, please watch them carefully.  During their teething time  
you really need to watch or you may also be paying for new shoes or furniture.  

I think I have gone over all most of what you should know if purchasing a pet.   
Don’t view it too much as a negative thing. Yes there is a cost but there always is  
when your hobby is dogs and cats. I believe they deserve the best because they are  
part of the family. To make the right decision about getting an animal do your research 
 and make sure you can financially take care of your furry friend. 

 

“A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you more than he loves himself.” ― Josh Billings 

“Until one has loved an animal, a part of one's soul remains unawakened.” ― Anatole France 
       “Petting, scratching, and cuddling a dog could be as soothing to the mind and heart as deep meditation and almost as good for the soul as prayer.” 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1865038.Josh_Billings
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/48535.Anatole_France

